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Make sure to proofread your dissertation or make use of a professional dissertation proofreading service. The
main difference is that the front and back cover are hard instead of flexible. You must specify single or double
sided printing on our Order Form and ensure that your thesis file is formatted for double-sided printing if this
is what you require. Although is one sheet of paper we print on both sides of the sheet. Please contact us for
further information of the different types of paper. A transparent front and back cover can be added. In most
academic institutions, a graduate student who is completing her studies is required to submit multiple copies
of the thesis or dissertation. Q What paper does ThesisDirect. This is often used for PhD dissertations. Xaxx
worked as a cabinetmaker for 12 years, as well as building and renovating several houses. Be sure to print at
least these pages in colour. Does your dissertation contain graphs or figures that rely on colour? Obviously, we
may need slightly longer to print, bind and deliver bulk orders directly to your college so please call or e-mail
us to discuss your requirements. Q6: How many copies of my thesis do I need? Printing in colour is on
average two to four times more expensive. You get a great reproduction of your thesis, both in colour and
black and white print. We use highest quality gsm satin finish paper for your thesis. However, keep in mind
that this is often a little more expensive. This type of binding makes your dissertation more durable and
professional. Next day delivery to most of UK: Up to 2 Kg. A pdf file is an image so the formatting does not
change as opposed to Word that can change the format Why has the document got to be saved in a single file?
Yes you can! Q7: Can I get a discount with bulk orders? Outside of your bound version, most universities
have certain quality standards for printing thesis and dissertations for formal submission. We offer both simple
binding which has the pages glued together and a strip on the spine, as well as plastic comb binding. Its main
advantage is that the binding can be opened and closed although not easily , meaning pages can be added or
removed. Most universities have their own specifications regarding the lettering. The shops are ordered by
price, with information on delivery costs and review score. Please also see a number of very useful cost saving
tips and hints at the Thesis Advice section of our website. Yes, if we do the printing. We are open 8am to 4pm,
Monday to Friday Can you do a quicker service than 2 hours? Be sure to check the guidelines. The best choice
for you will depend on your specific university, and perhaps certain nuances such as whether there is a
requirement for the amount of cotton e. We have arranged with a number of colleges for special terms if a
minimum of ten orders come from the same class or group. This type of binding is very durable and is often
used for PhD dissertations or other large works. NB: this usually means inserting page numbers at the centre
of the page so they appear uniformly throughout your thesis. Q4: Can ThesisDirect arrange delivery to more
than one address? Perfect bound is another name for a soft bound book.


